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Abstract
Most patients experience postoperative complications caused by the extraction of impacted mandibular
horizontal third molars. The aim of the present study was to compare the effects of two flap designs as a
refinement on the reduction of postoperative complications. One hundred eighty-eight patients with
impacted mandibular horizontal third molars were included in this single-blind, multicenter, randomized
control trial. The allocation was determined using a modified envelope flap (mEF) and triangular flap (TF)
at 1:1 by the data manager. Postoperative complications (pain, hemorrhage, nerve paralysis, dry socket,
and infection) and operation time were assessed 7 ± 1 days after surgery. In all cases, postoperative pain
was significantly lower in the mEF group (P<0.05). In the subgroup analysis, postoperative pain was
significantly lower in patients with low difficulty (IA, IIA, IIA, IB), which were classified by G.B. Winter
classification (P<0.05). Other factors were not significantly associated with the flap design. Our study
suggests that mEF resulted in less postoperative pain with a low difficulty of impacted mandibular
horizontal third molars. However, the evidence at present is not sufficient to suggest the use of either flap
design.

Introduction
Extraction of impacted mandibular horizontal third molars is the most common surgery performed by
oral surgeons. Surgical procedures may vary depending on the flap design and cutting instrument, with or
without the drainage or suturing technique[1–4], but most oral surgeons may experience the extraction on
the basis of the instructor’s procedure. Therefore, the advantages or disadvantages of the surgical
procedure are rarely analyzed systematically. Extraction of impacted mandibular horizontal third molars
frequently cause postoperative complications such as pain, swelling, hemorrhage, or nerve paralysis.
Therefore, minimizing the postoperative complications experienced by patients are important for oral
surgeons.
Several techniques for reducing postoperative complications have been reported on flap design, suture
technique, and irrigation solution[5]. In this study, we focused on the flap design. Among the flaps
employed for impacted mandibular horizontal third molars extraction[6–13], triangular flap (TF) and
envelope flap (EF) are the most widely applied and have been used in clinical trials that compared the two
flaps[10,14−18]. Recently, the effectiveness of the modified envelope flap (mEF), which shortened the
incision from the EF or TF without vertical incision has been advocated in our study group.
Intraoperatively, TF has the advantages of a wide surgical field and easy flap formation, as well as the
disadvantage of increased invasive surgical procedure due to extension of the vertical incision to the
buccal gum. Although mEF has the disadvantage of a small surgical field, it is unclear whether shortened
incision contributes to the reduction of invasive surgical procedures and associated reduction of
postoperative complications. In addition, as mEF has not been analyzed in the previous reports, the
superiority of mEF is unclear.
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This multicenter randomized clinical trial (RCT) was conducted to examine the early postoperative
complications in mandibular horizontal third molars and to compare the effects of the two flap designs.
Achieving this goal will most likely suggest the usefulness of mEF with resultant reduced postoperative
complications for patients and enhanced quality of life.

Material And Methods
Ethics and Registration
This study was was approved by the independent ethics committee of all participating hospitals (Chief
institution: Omura Municipal Hospital: approval No. 31) and, is registered at the University hospital
Medical Information Network Clinical Trials Registry (UMIN000045413:07/09/2021). All methods were
carried out in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations' or the 'Declaration of Helsinki
Study design
This study was a multicenter, single-blind (participant), RCT. The study participants were allocated to a
mEF group or TF group using a simple randomization. The inclusion criteria were patients: (1) 20 years or
older with impacted mandibular horizontal third molars under local anesthesia in outpatients; (2) with an
indication for the extraction of impacted mandibular horizontal third molars; and (3) signed informed
consent form for participation and permission to use the obtained data for research purposes. Exclusion
criteria were patients: (1) with deficiency of the mandibular second molars; (2) taking an anticancer drug,
an immunosuppressive drug, or an antithrombotic drug; and (3) with a systemic disease that prevents
surgery. Patients who met the criteria mentioned above between January and December 2020 were
enrolled in the study at Omura municipal hospital and Juko Memorial Nagasaki Hospital. The allocation
was determined as mEF and TF at 1:1 by the data manager. The allocation factor was set as low
(ⅠA, ⅡA, ⅢA, ⅠB) and high (ⅡB, ⅢB, ⅠC, ⅡC, ⅢC) difficulty, which were classified by G.B. Winter classification[19],
and difficulty was allocated equally in both groups.
Surgical procedure
All operations were performed by two oral surgeons with board certification for the specialist and two oral
surgeons with board certification for the semi-specialist in Japanese Society of Oral and Maxillofacial
Surgeons. The surgical procedure of mEF starts with the rise of the mandibular ramus, following alveolar
ridges of the third molar and gingival buccal sulcular incision to the mesial of the second molar (Fig 1A).
The surgical procedure of TF adds a vertical incision to the buccal gum in addition to the mEF procedure
(Fig 1B). All cases of extraction were performed in the way of each surgeon other than the flap. If the flap
was torn by flap retractor and mEF became TF-like, the analysis was performed with mEF according to
intention-to-treat analysis. After extraction, oxytetracycline hydrochloride and absorbable gelatin sponge
(Spongel ®) were inserted into the socket. The suture method was one stitch on the distal gum of the
second molar in mEF, and one stitch each on the distal and buccal gum of the second molar in TF. The
antimicrobial agent was administered three times a day with amoxicillin 250 mg for two days, and
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analgesic was administered three times a day with 60 mg loxoprofen for seven days. Postoperative
complications were evaluated 7 ± 1days after the operation.
Endpoint
The primary endpoint of the study was the difference in the postoperative complications (postoperative
pain, hemorrhage, paralysis of the inferior dental nerve, dry socket, and infection) between mEF and TF.
Postoperative pain was evaluated using a visual analog scale (VAS) ranging from 0 (no pain) to 10
(worst pain). The VAS variables were categorized as no pain (0), mild pain (1-4), moderate pain (5-7) and
severe pain (8-10). Postoperative hemorrhage was divided into three grades: Grade 1: hemostasis was
performed with pressure alone; Grade 2: hemostasis requiring additional surgical treatment, such as
hemostat or re-suturing; Grade 3: hemostasis requiring systemic treatment, such as vitamin K or freshfrozen plasma[20]. Postoperative hemorrhage was determined to be more grade 1. A diagnosis of
paralysis of the inferior dental nerve was determined by a doctor when the patient reported nerve
paralysis. A diagnosis of dry socket was determined by the doctor who had performed the surgery when
the patient reported spontaneous post-extraction pain that did not subside after 1 to 3 days. The pus
from the extracted socket was diagnosed as a postoperative infection. The secondary endpoint of the
study was the difference in the operation time. The operation time was determined as the duration from
the incision of the gum, tooth extraction, and suture of the gum.
Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 24.0 (Japan IBM Co., Tokyo, Japan).
Univariate analyses between clinical comparisons of categorical variables were performed using Fisher’s
exact test. Differences in the average values of operation times between the two groups were compared
using the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-test. Statistical significance was set at P <0.05.

Results
Characteristics of the patients
A total of 190 patients were enrolled in the study and randomized to one of the two flap designs. Two
patients withdrew because of difficulty in hospital visits after extraction, as shown in the CONSORT flow
diagram (Fig. 2). A total of 188 patients completed the study protocol. Characteristics of the patients are
shown in Table 1. Seventy-five patients were men and 113 were women. The median age of the patients
was 31.3 years (range, 20–75 years). Eighty-one patients were drinkers, 31 patients were smokers, 3
patients had hypertension, and none had diabetes mellitus. A total of 129 patients had a root apex of the
third molar close to the mandibular canal (< 2 mm) in panoramic X-ray findings. The impacted
mandibular horizontal third molars of 122 patients were classified as having low difficulty according to
the G.B. Winter classification.
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Table 1
Patients characteristics
Number of patients

188

Age, years, mean (range)

31.3 (20–75)

Sex, n (%)
Male

75 (39.9)

Female

113 (60,1)

Drinking, n (%)
No

107 56.9)

Yes

81 (43.1

Smoking, n (%)
No

157 (83.5)

Yes

31 (16.5)

Hypertension, n (%)
No

185 (98.4)

Yes

3 (1.6)

Diabetes mellitus, n (%)
No

0 (0)

Yes

188 (100)

Root apex and mandibular canal, n (%)
Intact

59 (31.4)

Contact

129 (68.6)

G.B. Winter classification, n (%)
Low

122 (64.9)

High

66 (35.1)

G.B. Winter classification; ⅠA, ⅡA, ⅢA, ⅠB: Low, ⅡB, ⅢB, ⅠC, ⅡC, ⅢC: High

Comparison of postoperative complications between mEF and TF
The background factors that may affect postoperative complications were equally allocated to each
group (Table 2). In all cases, postoperative pain was significantly lower in the mEF group. Other factors
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were not significantly associated with flap design. The use of mEF can save about one minute compared
to TF, but there was no significant difference (Table 3). In the subgroup analysis of low and high difficulty,
postoperative pain was significantly lower in mEF with low difficulty (Table 4), while no significant
difference was observed in both flaps with high difficulty (Table 5). Other factors were also not
significantly associated with the flap design. Postoperative hemorrhage was observed in 30 cases, all of
which were grade 1, not more grade 2. Taken together, less postoperative pain used by mEF was
significantly suggested in low difficult impacted mandibular horizontal third molars, whereas there was
no significant difference in the highly difficult impacted mandibular horizontal third molar. The
usefulness of mEF was confirmed in statistical analysis, so the number of patients recruited was
considered to be adequate.
Table 2
Comparison of background factors between mEF and TF
n

mEF

TF

p value

32>

100

52

58

0.459

32≦

88

42

36

Male

75

42

33

Female

113

52

61

No

107

53

54

Yes

81

41

40

No

157

79

78

Yes

31

15

16

No

185

93

92

Yes

3

1

2

No

188

94

94

Yes

0

0

0

Intact

59

31

28

Contact

129

63

66

Low

122

61

61

High

66

33

33

Factor
Age

Sex

Drinking

Smoking

Hypertension

Diabetes mellitus

Root apex and mandibular canal

G.B. Winter classification

0.184

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.753

1.000

mEF: modified envelope flap, TF: Triangular flap, G.B. Winter classification; ⅠA, ⅡA, ⅢA, ⅠB: Low, ⅡB, ⅢB,
ⅠC, ⅡC, ⅢC: High
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Table 3
Comparison of postoperative complications between mEF and TF in all cases
Factor

n

mEF

TF

p value

Operation time

mean (min)

188

15.745

16.681

0.422

Hemorrhage

No

158

80

78

0.843

Yes

30

14

16

No

188

94

94

Yes

0

0

0

None, Mild

121

68

53

Moderate, Severe

67

26

41

No

184

92

92

Yes

4

2

2

No

174

89

85

Yes

14

5

9

Nerve paralysis

Pain

Dry socket

Infection

mEF: modified envelope flap, TF: Triangular flap
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1.000

0.033

1.000

0.405

Table 4
Subgroup analysis in low difficulty between mEF and TF
Factor

n

mEF

TF

p value

Operation time

mean (min)

122

13.385

14.689

0.48

Hemorrhage

No

104

52

52

1.000

Yes

18

9

9

No

122

61

61

Yes

0

0

0

None, Mild

83

49

36

Moderate, Severe

39

12

25

No

121

61

60

Yes

1

0

1

No

117

60

57

Yes

5

1

4

Nerve paralysis

Pain

Dry socket

Infection

mEF: modified envelop flap, TF: Triangular flap
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1.000

0.018

1.000

0.364

Table 5
Subgroup analysis in high difficulty between mEF and TF
Factor

n

mEF

TF

p value

Operation time

mean (min)

66

19.182

20.364

0.615

Hemorrhage

No

54

28

26

1.000

Yes

12

5

7

No

66

33

33

Yes

0

0

0

None, Mild

36

19

17

Moderate, Severe

30

14

16

No

63

31

32

Yes

3

2

1

No

57

29

28

Yes

9

4

5

Nerve paralysis

Pain

Dry socket

Infection

1.000

0.805

1.000

1.000

mEF: modified envelope flap, TF: Triangular flap

Discussion
Various flap designs that consider postoperative complications or periodontitis of the mandibular second
molars have been reported. Among them, TF and EF are the most frequently used and have been
examined[10,14−18]. The discussion proceeded with comparison with these reports and the effectiveness
of mEF was clarified.
To the best of our knowledge, the strongest evidence of TF vs. EF has been reported in three systematic
reviews and meta-analyses[15,17,18]. Among them, Zhu et al.[15] reported that EF is more effective than TF
in reducing postoperative pain and swelling in the subgroup with low difficulty. This is because tissue
trauma, including vertical incision in the buccal gum, may lead to the release of local inflammatory
mediators in TF and sensitize peripheral pain receptors in low difficulty[15], resulting in more postoperative
pain. However, as the invasive procedure of tooth extraction is greater in patients with high difficulty, the
pain in the tissue trauma caused by vertical incision may not affect the postoperative pain [15]. Our results
suggest that mEF is more effective in reducing postoperative pain in low difficulty cases. The significant
difference was observed in all cases, because it may be a predilection in the number of low and high
difficulty cases (2:1). Two other studies have reported that there was no significant difference between
the two flaps[17,18]. As a problem of previous RCTs, most reports have shown that pain score was
statistically evaluated using the mean VAS variables. The VAS is a universal instrument used to measure
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pain. However, as the VAS is an ordinal scale, not a ratio scale, a statistical method that compares the
mean VAS variables is incorrect. For an ordinal scale, variables should be categorized into two groups
and evaluated using Fischer’s exact test or chi-square test. Therefore, most previous results related to
postoperative pain should be interpreted with caution. To the best of our knowledge of the two studies
with correct statistical analysis, Sandhu et al.[21] reported that pain was significantly greater in EF
compared with TF on postoperative day 1 and day 7, while Xie et al.[22] reported that there was no
significant difference between mEF and TF. However, both studies were single-center and had a small
number of cases. Moreover, as background factors related to patients, such as smoking and drinking, or
difficulty of tooth extraction were unclear, there may be some confounding factors in these studies. Our
results suggest that postoperative pain was significantly lower in mEF than in TF, which is different from
the results of the previous two studies. The management of our multicenter RCT has been made uniform
to control for confounding factors, and the results of our study must be strong evidence. Taken together,
tissue trauma caused by vertical incision led to enhanced postoperative pain and mEF is more effective
in reducing postoperative pain in low difficulty cases.
On the other hand, Zhu et al.[15] reported that TF was more effective than EF in lowering the incidence of
dry socket. Two other studies have reported that there was no significant difference between the two
flaps[17,18]. However, no previous reports have histologically discussed the reasons for the lower incidence
of dry socket in TF than in EF. The risk factors of dry socket have been associated with tobacco use, the
amount of anesthesia, menstrual cycles, older patient age, surgical difficulty, and some drugs[23]. For this
reason, Zhu et al.[15] stated that their results should be interpreted carefully and analyzed accurately in a
split-mouth controlled study. Elo et al. [24] reported that mEF was more effective than TF and EF in
lowering the incidence of dry socket in split-mouth controlled study This study had a large number of
cases and had one of the strongest evidence in the previous reports. Our study suggests that there was
no significant difference between the two groups. However, our study was a parallel randomized
controlled trial with a small number of dry socket. Therefore, our findings should be interpreted with
caution.
There were no significant differences in postoperative hemorrhage, nerve paralysis, and infection between
the two groups. Flap design was not a critical factor for the improvement of complications. Mobilio et al.
[14]

reported that operation time was the most important factor for early postoperative outcomes in the
third molar extraction. Although there was no significant difference in operation time, the use of mEF can
save approximately one minute compared to TF. To enclose the mesial vertical incision, one stitch is
needed, leading to a longer operation time. Although mEF has the disadvantage of a small surgical field,
there was no difference in operation time. Trismus and swelling are among the most important
postoperative complications of the third molar extraction. Xie et al.[22] reported that mEF was more
effective than TF in reducing postoperative trismus on postoperative day 3 and 7. In this study,
postoperative pain, swelling and trismus were compared on days 3 and 7 after surgery. In all participating
hospitals of our study, the postoperative examination was performed only on day 7 ± 1 after surgery. As
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detailed examinations on postoperative days 1, 3, and 7 could not be performed, evaluations of trismus
and swelling were excluded.
This study has some potential limitations. The sample size was small, and the observation interval was
short (7 ± 1days). Early postoperative pain was significantly lower in the mEF group, but the long-term
outcome (two or three weeks later) was unclear. Moreover, it was unclear whether mEF is better than TF in
terms of periodontitis of the mandibular second molar. Therefore, multicenter RCTs with more
participants and long-term follow-up are required in the future.
In conclusion, the study shows that mEF resulted in less postoperative pain in low (ⅠA, ⅡA, ⅢA, ⅠB)
difficulty classified by G.B. Winter classification. This is because tissue trauma caused by vertical incision
led to enhanced early postoperative pain in low difficulty cases. Although mEF has the disadvantage of a
small surgical field, there is no bad influence in operation time. However, the evidence at present is not
sufficient to suggest the use of either flap design.
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Figure 1
Surgical procedures of the modified envelope flap (A) and triangular flap (B)
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Figure 2
The CONSORT flow diagram
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